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Abstract: Considering that in the E.U. public procurement in the construction sector is highly represented, the Directive 2014/24/EU is implemented for harmonizing procurement processes across European countries. The Directive is transposed in Italy, through the Sustainable Public Procurement (SPP) national action plan, for supporting public procurement and public-private partnership (PPP) interventions. SPP is founded on two pillars: according to an economic viewpoint, the financial efficiency is the key aspect to verify, and, according to a sustainability viewpoint, externalities are a key element in the environmental evaluation, despite the fact that their monetary quantification into the global cost calculation is quite complex. Thus, this work aims to explore a methodology for the joint evaluation of economic-environmental sustainability of project options, in the tender evaluation phase of the SPP. The methodology is based on the life cycle costing (LCC) and CO₂ emissions joint assessment, including criteria weighting and uncertainty components. Two alternative technologies—a timber and an aluminum window frame—are assumed as a case for a simulation, implemented with the software “Smart SPP LCC-CO₂ Tool” (developed through the research “Smart SPP—Innovation through sustainable procurement”, supported by Intelligent Energy Europe). The simulation demonstrates that the methodology is a fast and effective modality for selecting alternative options, introducing sustainability in the decision-making process. The work is a contribution to the growing literature on the topic, and for giving support to subjects (public authorities and private operators) involved in public procurement processes/PPP interventions.
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1. Introduction

In the European Union, public procurement is highly represented, covering about 14% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), including interventions in the construction sector. In Italy, public procurement confirms this relevant amount, covering about 10% of the GDP, of which 6% is related to public works in the construction sector [1]. This reveals a strong capacity to influence the market by encompassing a considerable availability of green options, but in the meantime, a high environmental impact.

In relation to the construction sector, the European regulatory system, in the wider framework of energy and environmental policies, developed the Green Public Procurement (GPP) approach. GPP assumes the objectives of climate change impacts reductions, the restraint of energy/resources consumptions, and, in general, the public sector spending in European countries. The growing sensitivity to the effects of climate change due to the use and production of goods and services further influenced procurement processes in every phase. By introducing environmental and social criteria in the decisions and tendering, the term Green Public Procurement has turned into Sustainable Public Procurement (SPP), opening the way for developing green products into the construction market segment.
Contextually, a set of E.U. procurement Directives has been published in the last decades (see Section 2). Among these, the Directive 2014/24/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 February 2014 on public procurement and repealing Directive 2004/18/EC [2], which transposes the Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council of 31 March 2004 on the coordination of procedures for the award of public works contracts, public supply contracts, and public service contracts [3], is implemented for harmonizing public sector procurement processes. Sectorial legislation is strictly linked, such as the energy efficiency Directives for new-build constructions and existing assets retrofitting [4–6]. The Directive on public procurement is transposed also in Italy through the GPP/SPP national action plan, edited by the Ministry of the Environment and the Protection of Natural Resources [7].

In the official documents, centrality is posed in the introduction, through GPP/SPP revised processes, of the life cycle perspective in the evaluation practices, and in quantifying the environmental costs (negative externalities, such as CO$_2$ emissions, water consumption, energy consumption, etc.) due to the works under analysis (e.g., low energy buildings). Externalities, as known, are crucial elements in the environmental sustainability evaluation, despite the difficulties in quantifying their weight in monetary terms. Specifically, in defining the costs crucial at the award stage, Directive 2014 requires the inclusion of life cycle costs related to the entire building life cycle, including costs during the acquisition and construction stage, the use–maintenance–adaptation stage, and end-of-life costs, besides the negative environmental externalities [8].

Thus, the LCC approach—integrated with the externalities—demonstrates compliance with the requirements of public procurement processes, given that the value for money and financial efficiency are the key aspects to verify (Directive 2014/24/EU, Article 67-2; Directive 2014/25/EU, Article 82-2), and the externalities, as said, are the key elements in the evaluation of environmental sustainability. According to an “ex-post” perspective, it allows for the verification of the goodness of the decision taken, by evaluating the environmental and social value of the selected option. Furthermore, it can be used in different stages during the procurement process, as will be underlined in the present article [9–11].

From a theoretical viewpoint, the inclusion of externalities in modeling the LCC opens the way to the “Environmental LCC”, which is implemented by including into the “Conventional LCC” all the costs in the life cycle stages (calculated in terms of whole life costs), the environmental costs (calculated with LCA), and externalities quantifiable in monetary terms (through willingness-to-pay and/or eco-costs) [12–14]. In the literature, the application of Conventional LCC is the subject of great attention in recent years. Concerning the Environmental LCC, instead, the studies have mostly focused on the integration between LCC and LCA, which, from an operational viewpoint, is quite demanding in terms of analysis. In practical applications, the monetization of environmental impacts measured with LCA is not always faced. Furthermore, in the face of numerous works related to the evaluation of private projects, public interventions under contract are poorly explored; thus, demonstrating a gap in the existing knowledge.

Thus, the purpose of this work is to present the application of a methodology for the joint economic and environmental sustainability evaluation of options at the component scale, highlighting the potentialities of the modality for supporting the tender evaluation phase in an SPP process. The work assumes the hypothesis that the proposed methodology could guarantee a faster and simpler modality for selecting and prioritizing alternative solutions, in comparison to methodologies based on the LCC and LCA integrated calculation, or on LCC and monetized externalities, or a full monetized global cost calculation (as proposed by the authors in a previous work) [15].

Considering that public procurement implies a set of relationships among different stakeholders involved in the process, the present research is directed, on one hand, to the public authorities (procurers) for supporting the tender evaluation activities, and, on the other, to private operators (suppliers) for calibrating their product designs, production, and supply.
Operatively, the simulation avails of the software “Smart SPP LCC-CO₂ Tool” (www.smar-t-spp.eu (accessed on 1 June 2022)), implemented through the research “Smart SPP—Innovation through sustainable procurement”, supported by Intelligent Energy Europe. The core of the methodology proposed by the project consists of the life cycle costing and the CO₂ emissions joint assessment. In order to achieve the research aim, an application of the methodology is proposed by selecting, as a case study, two alternative technological components (a timber frame and an aluminum window frame) of a hypothetical multi-story office building with a glass façade located in Northern Italy. This case is particularly suitable for three main reasons: (1) it allows a comparison with the results of previous works, in which the same components were analyzed with a more complex approach under the formal viewpoint [15,16]; (2) it is representative of a frequent case in procurement processes, given that the selection among alternative components is relevant for specific typologies; and (3) it allows the application of the procedure at a detailed scale, as discussed in Section 3.1.1.

The results show that the methodology offers a modality of simple and rather fast use for selecting alternative technological options without resorting to the application of complex and expensive calculations (namely, a full LCA or the calculation of a composite indicator, such as the “synthetic economic-environmental indicator” for calculating the global cost). Notice that the results obtained are fully coherent with the results obtained with the methodology applied in previous works. Thus, the contribution given by the work is double: on one hand, it could simplify the analysis and practical applications developed by public operators; on the other, it could incentivize the development of innovative technologies capable, for example by recycling waste materials, of reaching higher environmental standards. In Europe, this was done for decades, for example, by the cement industry where blended cements are produced by the addition of several by-products (blast furnace slags (BFS), fly ashes (FA), and silica fume) from different industries to ordinary Portland cement [17,18]. The added by-products will probably be different in the future (biomass ashes, diatomite, recycled concrete, and biochar) to further reduce the embodied carbon of cement, but some of these by-products will be more difficult to source in Europe, due to blast furnace dismantling and the closing of coal plants (specifically, BFS and FA) [19–23].

Starting from these premises, the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the literature and regulatory background on the topic. Section 3 illustrates the methodology. In Section 4, the case study is presented. Section 5 illustrates the results of the application. Section 6 presents the discussion, and Section 7 concludes the work.

2. Regulatory and Literature Background

The research presented in this contribution is founded on a twofold scientific background, at least in relation to the most relevant references for the purpose of this study. Firstly, the European and international regulatory framework related to economic–environmental sustainability within the wider framework of energy policies is considered, with particular attention towards the life cycle evaluative approaches. Secondly, the international literature on the topic is assumed to focus on the recent contributions to GPP/SPP processes in public projects and PPP interventions in the construction sector (with special attention to building projects). Both the regulatory and literature background are summarized in the following sub-sections.

2.1. The Regulatory Framework

The regulatory background consists of international standards and European Directives formulated to concretize the energy–environmental policies and their economic correlated aspects (notice that the below-mentioned standards and directives are transposed into local laws by every single State), and European Directives implemented for harmonizing public sector procurement processes. The main documents considered in
the study are listed in the following bullet points, focusing on the construction sector and emphasizing the link with the research sections.

The first group includes the most relevant international standards for introducing a life cycle perspective in economic and environmental policies and evaluation tools, assuming the principles of sustainability in energy and buildings. These documents are the main reference for the operative framework presented in the methodological section of this work. Specifically:

- **Standard ISO 14040:2006, Environmental Management—Life Cycle Assessment—Principles and Framework** [25]. This standard represents the methodological foundation for life cycle assessment analysis, mentioned in Section 3.2;
- **Standard EN ISO 15643-2:2011, Sustainability of Construction Works—Assessment of Buildings—Part 2: Framework for the Assessment of Environmental Performance** [27]. This standard represents the methodological foundation for the assessment of a building’s environmental performance, as described in Section 3.2;
- **Guidelines Accompanying Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 244/2012** [28]. This document is an integral part of the previous EU standard, specifically for the assessment of economic performances of buildings, deepened in Section 3.1. The guidelines establish a comparative methodology for calculating cost-optimal levels of minimum energy performance requirements for buildings and building elements.

- The second group includes the most relevant European directives oriented to the achievement of sustainability and energy efficiency in buildings. Furthermore, on these documents the methodology illustrated in Section 3 is founded:
  - **Directive 2002** [4]. This Directive is also known as the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive—EPBD. For European countries, it represents the reference framework for developing norms directed to achieve the energy efficiency of buildings;
  - **Directive 2018/844/EU—EPBD recast recast** [6]. This Directive is oriented at supporting the cost-effective retrofit of existing buildings, with the aim to achieve a decarbonized building stock by 2050, and to mobilize investments;
  - **European Commission, A Renovation Wave for Europe—greening our buildings, creating jobs, improving lives. Communication from the European Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions. Brussels, 14 October 2020** [30]. In 2020 the European Commission published this new strategy to boost renovation, aiming to pursue energy gains and economic growth. This strategy tries to double annual energy renovation rates within ten years, reduce emissions, enhance the quality of life of building occupants, and improve green jobs in the construction sector;
  - **European Commission, A European Green Deal. Striving to be the first climate-neutral continent, 2021** [31]. This represents a set of policies aiming at making Europe the first net-zero climate impact continent, in the framework of the Next Generation E.U.
Recovery Plan and the E.U.’s seven-year budget. Specifically, Italy introduced the “Superbonus” (law n. 77, July 2020), to favor economic recovery after the COVID-19 crisis and the achievement of green objectives [32].

The third group of documents is related to the procedures for the award of public works contracts, with a focus on the most recent directives oriented toward the introduction of sustainability principles in public procurement processes. More precisely, the 2014 Procurement Directives enable public authorities to include environmental principles in the processes. All of these directives are assumed as the foundation for the reasoning presented in this work:


2.2. The Literature Background

The contents of this work are based on a review of the literature and on the results of previous research experiences. The most relevant research upon which the work is contextualized is addressed toward the GPP/SPP and the related environmental building requirements [35]. Nowadays, this topic is under great attention by scholars, for different reasons, such as: (1) the growing sensibility towards the environmental effects of building production activities and the opportunities given by the renovated norms about public works; (2) the closed correlation between sustainability in energy and buildings and the real estate market dynamics; and (3) the introduction of life cycle evaluation tools due to the recent regulations for promoting the transition to the circular economy and waste management even in the public construction sector.

Regarding the first point, the research is in line with the efforts made by scholars for enhancing the holistic conception of sustainability, including social and environmental dimensions as well as the economic ones, for example, by means of multi-criteria approaches [36], transposing the reasoning to the procurement context. Notice that the growing attention for the GPP potentialities are accompanied by a certain degree of difficulty and limits. The drawbacks and opportunities of GPP in a sustainable perspective emerge, for example, in a deep analysis presented in [37]. Given the importance of GPP in improving the development of green products and services, the authors underline the necessity to analyze the relationship between environmental criteria and public tenders, for supporting the development of GPP, particularly among local authorities. In another study, Shen et al. [38] analyze the barriers which limit the adoption of green procurement by real estate developers in countries such as China. The purpose of the study is to support the mitigation of these barriers and to enhance the knowledge about green procurement, specifically through the use of green building materials as a driver to improve the environmental performance of real estate assets.

The reasoning highlighted in this last contribution is strictly correlated to the second point—the relation between sustainability principles and real estate market dynamics. The extensive literature about the influence of green attributes of buildings on the real estate market dynamics, and specifically, about the detection of the effects of green features on listing/selling prices and time-on-market, confirms the growing sensibility of the market towards building energy–environmental performance and towards the tools for certifying the energy performance requisites of real estate properties [39–46].
Concerning the third point, i.e., the adoption of life cycle evaluation tools in coherence with the European Directives and related government laws, insight in the literature has been produced in the last decades. Nevertheless, the potentialities of the employment of LCC in GPP have still to be enhanced, as evidenced, for example, by the study in [47]. Methodologically, the use of LCC in GPP is well explored in the work "Life cycle costing (LCC) as a contribution to sustainable construction. Guidance on the use of the LCC Methodology and its application in public procurement" [48], under a more extensive research report focused on the LCC methodology as downstream introduced by ISO 15686-5:2008. The work, also through a selection of case studies of common uses of LCC, provides evidence of the interrelationships between sustainability analysis and LCC, and the ways for integrating these. A focus is presented on the employment of the common methodology in public procurement and in PPP projects, in relation to the role of the different subject involved. Special attention is devoted to the potentialities of the methodology to support economic and environmental sustainability, besides methodological aspects. A specific focus is also devoted to LCC and LCA integrated application.

Despite the growing literature that has been produced in the last decade about the joint application of life cycle approaches, as emerged from the literature itself [49–55], the research concerning joint LCC and LCA in GPP is rather poor. An alternative to the full LCC and LCA application is given by the employment of operative modalities capable of managing model outputs expressed in monetary or non-monetary units of measurement. This is the case of practical contributions, such as the work by Adell et al. [56]. The authors present the before-mentioned software package “Smart SPP LCC-CO2 Tool" (www.smart-spp.eu, accessed on 1 June 2022), implemented through the research “Smart SPP—Innovation through sustainable procurement", supported by Intelligent Energy Europe, implied for the present work simulations. As will be illustrated in Section 4, the approach develops LCC and CO2 emissions analyses as a practical way to operate the analysis in a sustainable public procurement perspective. To contextualize the work, and the advancements in GPP toward sustainability, the EC handbook [57] highlights the principles, norms, and case studies across European countries.

Finally, a contribution is made by the previous authors’ research, whose results are illustrated in [15]. In that work, the conjoint environmental and economic analysis is explored, by proposing a “synthetic economic-environmental indicator" for supporting the selection between two alternative technologies in new building construction. The indicator avails of the global cost method, and thus, is expressed in monetary terms. It incorporates the environmental and economic impacts previously calculated with LCC and LCA. The analysis, developed in three steps, includes (1) the definition of an environmental indicator by means of LCA analysis, with the calculation of parameters, such as embodied energy (EE), embodied carbon (EC), level of disassembly (LD), recycled materials index (RM), and waste production (notice that the paper focused on the end-of-life stage in the building’s life cycle); (2) the calculation of economic indicators by means of LCC analysis; and (3) the calculation of a synthetic economic–environmental indicator by monetizing the environmental indicators into economic parameters. The main environmental impacts are quantified in monetary terms, and thus, the results are expressed in economic terms. The application is concluded by a deterministic sensitivity analysis.

Despite the potentialities of this last work, a great effort in terms of data and analysis is required, so that it seems particularly suitable for testing new components/technologies during the design/development stages, rather than to be employed for selection among existing ones, even more in the case of procurement processes in the presence of a relevant number of options.

3. Methodology

The results of the research “Smart SPP—Innovation through sustainable procurement", mentioned in the Introduction, are assumed to support the theoretical and operative approach. More precisely, the “Smart SPP” consists of “a three-year project which promotes
the introduction of new, innovative low carbon emission technologies and integrated solutions onto the European market. This is being done through encouraging early market engagement between public authority procurers and suppliers and developers of new innovative products and services in the pre-procurement phase of public tendering” [56]. The aim of the methodology is to support the procurement decision-making activities, specifically during the tendering processes, oriented towards energy efficiency and sustainability, as expressed in [57].

The steps of the public procurement process, in a sustainable perspective as assumed by the “Smart SPP” project, are summarized in the following work-flow, Figure 1:

![Figure 1. The main steps in the SPP process. Authors’ elaboration.](image)

Operatively, the application is supported by the software “SMART SPP LCC-CO$_2$ Tool” (www.smart-spp.eu, accessed on 1 June 2022), illustrated in the tool users’ guide [56]. The core of the methodology consists of the life cycle costing and the assessment of the CO$_2$ emissions. These results are harmonized through an Excel spreadsheet. The object of the analysis can be alternative products or services, particularly innovative products in the development phase and in the market introduction phase. The products/technologies can effectively be compared with a base-case solution, in financial and environmental terms, through the before-mentioned analysis:

- Life cycle costing (or life cycle cost analysis);
- CO$_2$ emissions calculation.

Notice that this modality is oriented to guarantee value for money by considering jointly the financial and environmental effects, overcoming the purely financial perspective. In other terms, value for money is the result of the procedure itself.

Furthermore, notice that in this methodology the externalities are considered separately, in order to guarantee a less complex procedure. In fact, the proposed modality does not set itself the goal of monetizing the externalities, as with the (more complex) LCA approach, and is different from the approach proposed in the before-mentioned work (through a composite indicator), and verifying if the results are coherent.

As specified in the tool users’ guide, the methodology and the related tool can be applied at different stages in the “procurement process”, as summarized in the following Figure 2. More precisely, in the first stage, during which a baseline is prepared with related LCC and CO$_2$ emissions, in the second stage, before the tendering process, for selecting the technological solutions in the market to be analyzed, in the third stage, during the tendering process for comparing the LCC and CO$_2$ emissions related to the different options, supporting the supply evaluation phase, and, finally, in the fourth stage, after the
tendering, for comparing and highlighting the differences between the current solution and the alternative one/s.

Figure 2. The procurement process stages and the LCC-CO$_2$ calculation in a sustainable perspective. Authors’ elaboration.

In this work, with reference to Figures 1 and 2, attention is paid to Stage 2—LCC-CO$_2$ calculation, by proposing an interpretation of the operative modality developed according to the following steps:

1. Life cycle cost analysis application
2. CO$_2$ emissions calculation
3. Criteria weighting application
4. Sensitivity analysis application.

Summing up, the results of the methodology consist of prioritizing alternative options through a multi-criteria approach, which avails the model of an output expressed, in part, in monetary terms, and, in part, by means of an appropriate unit of measurement for the hierarchization of environmental effects in relation to their acceptability.

Thus, in practice, the methodology can be applied to decision-making contexts in which both public authorities can be involved, specifically in the management of the procurement process, and private subjects, specifically for orienting the definition of their products offered.

In the following sub-sections, an insight into these four methodological steps is illustrated.

3.1. The Life Cycle Cost Analysis

The life cycle costing (LCC) approach, defined by the before-mentioned standard ISO 15686-5:2008, is applied for quantifying short- or long-term costs and benefits of alternative design solutions, from a life cycle perspective. Assuming the economic sustainability aim, LCC can be applied—as in this study—to alternative products, both in the case of new building projects or in the retrofit of existing ones. The core of the approach is the assessment of the difference among life cycle costs of each option. These are quantified in terms of global cost as defined in the before-mentioned Standard EN 15459:2007 and in the guidelines provided in the Commission Delegated Regulation (E.U.) No. 244/2012, solved by means of the global cost method or by means of the annuity method, capable to monetize the energy need of alternative solutions, for selecting the preferable option in terms of energy-saving, and thus, of economic sustainability. Alternatively, it can be used for quantifying the economic performance of a building as a whole. As a main result of the global cost method, the net present value (NPV) is calculated (usually with other synthetic
indicators, such as net savings, savings to investment ratio, simple/discounted pay-back period, and adjusted internal rate of revenues).

The global cost represents the amount of discounted cash flows of a project option, considering the investment costs, the periodic maintenance, and replacement costs in relation to the lifespan of the components, the energy costs, the end-of-life (dismantling) and disposal costs, and, if present, the eventual residual value of an asset/component. The well-known Equation (1) expresses the formalization of the method:

$$C_G(\tau) = C_I + \sum_j \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{\tau} (C_{a,i}(j).R_d(i)) - V_{f,\tau}(j) \right] [€]$$ (1)

where: $CG(\tau) = \text{global cost (referred to starting year } \tau_0) [€]$; $C_I = \text{initial investment costs}$; $C_{a,i}(j) = \text{annual cost during the year } i \text{ of component } j$, which includes annual running costs (energy costs, operational costs, maintenance costs) and periodic replacement costs; dismantling and disposal costs; $R_d(i) = \text{discount factor during the year } i$; $V_{f,\tau}(j) = \text{residual value of the component } j \text{ at the end of the calculation period, referred to the starting year}$. The discount factor $R_d$ is implied for discounting:

$$R_d(p) = \left[ \frac{1}{1 + \frac{r}{100}} \right]^p [\%]$$ (2)

where: $p$ represents the number of years starting from the initial time, $r$ represents the real discount rate; the initial investment costs are not discounted.

### 3.1.1. LCC in Public Procurement Processes

As highlighted in the Introduction, the LCC approach is highly employed in recent research dealing with the evaluation of project economic sustainability in the private sector. Poorly explored are the cases of LCC application as a tool for supporting the evaluation of economic sustainability of projects in the public context, or in PPP interventions, as illustrated in Section 2.2. Thus, this sub-section is devoted to remembering the methodological aspects related to the use of LCC in public procurement processes, with a focus on Green Public Procurement. As a general assumption, notice that the principles of the LCC methodology related to private interventions are equally applicable to public construction procurement [48]. In this second context, the value for money and financial efficiency are key aspects. Furthermore, in public procurement cases, LCC applications observe some of the public project evaluation fundamental assumptions, such as the use of low/zero real discount rates, long project lifespans in a life cycle perspective, and low/zero incomes (except for the PPP projects, in which the private subject perspective must be considered); employment of components/systems selected according to their durability and with special attention to their environmental and social sustainability.

The LCC methodology can be declined in three main levels [48], which, in turn, correspond to three decision levels and design stages, as illustrated in Figure 3.

The preliminary LCC deals with high-level strategic decisions, usually faced during the early pre-project (planning) stages. In sum, the aim of this preliminary analysis is to decide about the opportunity to proceed with the intervention, or not. The detailed LCC can be firstly applied by considering the whole asset (building, construction), with the aim to evaluate the life cycle costs upon which the investment or design decisions will be oriented. In this case, a detailed design scale is necessary. Thirdly, the detailed LCC analysis can be applied for supporting design decision-making at the system/component level, and for selecting the options to be adopted into the design. This third level, which implies a detailed project, can support project value management activities or value engineering processes. Notice that the process is iterative in nature, and thus, the detailed LCC at the whole asset level can be replicated after the integration of the selected components/systems into the design.
The preliminary LCC deals with high-level strategic decisions, usually faced during the early pre-project (planning) stages. In sum, the aim of this preliminary analysis is to decide about the opportunity to proceed with the intervention, or not. The detailed LCC can be firstly applied by considering the whole asset (building, construction), with the aim to evaluate the life cycle costs upon which the investment or design decisions will be oriented. In this case, a detailed design scale is necessary. Thirdly, the detailed LCC analysis can be applied for supporting design decision-making at the system/component level, and for selecting the options to be adopted into the design. This third level, which implies a detailed project, can support project value management activities or value engineering processes. Notice that the process is iterative in nature, and thus, the detailed LCC at the whole asset level can be replicated after the integration of the selected components/systems into the design.

Finally, considering the project’s whole life cycle, as described in the literature [8], it is possible to spread the LCC preliminary/detailed versions according to the correspondent stages in a time perspective, as synthesized in Figure 4.

**Figure 3.** The LCC integrated process in relation to the design stages/decision levels. Elaboration from ref. [48].

**Figure 4.** LCC application in relation to the life cycle stages in building and construction projects. Elaboration from ref. [8].

For the reasons explained before, preliminary LCC can be applied during the briefing/planning stages in parallel with the feasibility study production (this, in Italy, has recently been replaced by the Technical Economic Feasibility Project). At the whole asset level, detailed LCC can be applied for supporting the preliminary and the final project production, during the design stage, or for supporting management activities during the use–maintenance–adaptation stage. At the system/component level, it can be adopted during the design stage for supporting the final project production, during the use–maintenance–adaptation stage for supporting planning/monitoring/management activities; or, further-
more, in the end-of-life stage for assessing the residual value of systems/components and the related waste management and recycling activity.

3.2. The CO$_2$ Emissions Calculation

The CO$_2$ emission calculation is oriented to quantify, on one hand, the emissions deriving from the usage/operation activities, for example, energy consumption, and, on the other hand, the embodied emissions released during production activities.

The tool foresees the possibility to internalize the results of an LCA approach previously produced. LCA is normed by the before-mentioned ISO 14040/44:2006 standard and recommended within the standard EN 15643-2:2011 [57], which provides the principles for the assessment of a building’s environmental performance. The approach quantifies both energy and environmental loads and potential effects of a product, over its whole life cycle, in terms of environmental impacts. According to the LCA standard, the embodied energy (EE) corresponds to the primary energy (MJ) contents obtained by summing up different contributions over the entire product’s life cycle, specifically: raw materials extraction and delivery to the place of transformation, energy consumption for their transformation and successive shaping, eventual maintenance, and dismantling/recycling/landfilling operations, as well as the feedstock energy. The embodied carbon (EC) is a measure of CO$_2$ equivalent emissions (i.e., the global emissions of all greenhouse gases) related to the entire life cycle (kg CO$_2$eq) over a time horizon of usually 100 years. The EC assessment, illustrated in the Standard UNI 8290-1, is formalized according to the following equation:

$$EC_j = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (EC_i \times m_i) \ [kg \ CO_2eq]$$

where: $EC_j$ stands for the EC for the $j$-th building system analyzed, expressed in kg CO$_2$eq; $EC_i$ stands for the EC for the $i$-th material or component used in the $j$-th building system, expressed in kg CO$_2$eq/kg.

3.3. The Criteria Weighting

A particularly important step of the methodology is represented by tenders’ evaluation. During the comparison of different options, the scores for economic and environmental criteria, LCC and CO$_2$ emissions, respectively, are assigned by the tool through the following formula (see LCC-CO$_2$ tool user guide, p. 23):

$$[\text{Lower costs (CO}_2\text{ emissions) of all products/costs (CO}_2\text{ emissions of the specific product)}] \times 100.$$  

According to a multi-criteria perspective, as experimented with in previous works [58,59], it is possible to consider the total costs and environmental impacts as two separate criteria, measured through their own units of measurement, and eventually, to assign them a different weight, in percentage. The weighting, operatively solved by assigning a specific percentage for financial and environmental criteria, reflects the specific priority given during the decision-making process (for example, the preference for “greener alternatives”, in compliance with the norms about the environmental award criteria).

3.4. The Sensitivity Analysis

Uncertainty/risk due to market variability can be considered as a generalized condition in project economic and environmental evaluation. LCC and CO$_2$ assessment can be influenced by the presence of uncertainty in discount rates, inflation rates, in service lives, in “critical” cost items (these are usually preliminarily selected among the set of input variables, for their potential perturbation on the model output). In the literature, deterministic/probabilistic approaches are available for detecting and possibly reducing the uncertainty in model applications, recently, in life cycle approaches [60–64].
Among the tools, the sensitivity analysis is an approach that can be applied both in a deterministic and in a probabilistic version, according to the quantity of available data. In this study, a deterministic sensitivity analysis is implied, resolved through the iteration of the model with multiple estimates obtained by varying systematically some selected input variables. The systematic variation is obtainable by assigning different values, both in percentage and in absolute values, with negative/positive steps (increment/decrement in values). A graphical output (spider graph) can support the interpretation of the results in terms of identification of the most influencing input variables.

Thus, input variables, and more precisely, the critical ones, must be intended as expected values when in the presence of probabilistic sensitivity analysis, or initial value in the deterministic version of the analysis. In conclusion, the aim of the sensitivity analysis application is the detection of the impact produced by uncertain input data on the output, in order to obtain a more robust results calculation.

4. Case Study

As a basis for the application of the proposed methodology, a case study—illustrated and adopted in previous studies—is considered in this work [15]. More precisely, a timber frame window, and an aluminum frame window (see Figure 5), are assumed as alternative components to be adopted in a hypothetical multifunctional building project.

![Figure 5. Alternative components: (a) timber window frame; (b) aluminum window frame. Reprinted from ref. [64] p. 8.](image)

As indicated in the previous studies, the initial investment cost, the total running and replacement costs, and the disposal costs, as well as the EE and EC for both options are calculated; among these, the fundamental data for the application of the tool are summarized in the following subsection.

4.1. Assumptions: Input Data

As a preliminary step of the analysis, a set of input data is assumed. Particularly, the relevant costs (Cost Drivers in Table 1) are selected with their unit of measure, both for the aluminum and for the timber frame. Considering the specificity of the component, maintenance costs, and CO₂-related costs (calculated in terms of embodied carbon, or embedded emissions) are selected as relevant for the global cost (or total cost) calculation. Furthermore, relevant items are the initial investment costs (which includes the installation costs), the annual running and replacement costs including inspection, the breakdown of the before-mentioned maintenance items, and replacement; then, the eventual residual value, and the discount rate, lifespan, and period of analysis.
Table 1. Input data: cost drivers for aluminum/timber frames. Elaboration from ref. [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost Drivers</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Aluminum Frame</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Timber Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial investment costs (incl. installation)</td>
<td>€</td>
<td>272,852.50</td>
<td>€</td>
<td>363,027.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual running and replacement costs:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Inspection</td>
<td>€ per year</td>
<td>2371.96</td>
<td>€ per 6 months</td>
<td>3273.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Preemptive maintenance</td>
<td>€ per year</td>
<td>11,859.81</td>
<td>€ per year</td>
<td>16,368.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Maintenance work (light)</td>
<td>€ every 5 years</td>
<td>47,439.25</td>
<td>€ every 3 years</td>
<td>65,474.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Maintenance work (main)</td>
<td>€ every 10 years</td>
<td>83,018.69</td>
<td>€ every 7 years</td>
<td>130,948.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Replacement</td>
<td>€</td>
<td>237,196.25</td>
<td>€</td>
<td>327,371.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remnant value</td>
<td>€</td>
<td>215,336.25</td>
<td>€</td>
<td>125,763.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂ (total embodied emissions)</td>
<td>Kg CO₂</td>
<td>1,100,860.00</td>
<td>Kg CO₂</td>
<td>665,485.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discount rate</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifespan</td>
<td>years</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>years</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning horizon</td>
<td>years</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>years</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The input data assumed for the LCC and CO₂ emissions calculation are summarized in the Table below.

A planning horizon equal to 25 years is adopted for the application: it corresponds to the maximum time horizon admitted by the tool. The lifespans related to aluminum and the timber frame are 20 years and 15 years, respectively, given that these year amounts are not representative of the effective mean life cycle of the products, but a useful lifespan for testing the tool with likely input values.

5. Simulation and Results

By means of the SMART SPP LCC-CO₂ Tool, a simulation of the methodology illustrated in Section 3 is applied, on the basis of the case study presented in the previous section. The results are illustrated in the following subsections.

5.1. LCC and CO₂ Calculation Results

The first step of the methodology consists in setting all the required input data for the LCC and CO₂ emissions calculation. The data entry result is illustrated in Figure 6, by distinguishing among:

- the “general information input”, which includes the assumptions specified both by the procurer (Country in which the process is developed, in this case, Italy, and the related currency, Euro; lifespan in years; nominal discount rate, in this case, 3.50%; inflation rate, in this case, 2.50%) and by the supplier (list of the specific products offered, in this case, equal to two, the aluminum and the timber frames; the number of units offered for the selling/rental market, in this case, one by considering the entire external transparent envelop as a single unit; and lifespan in years, in this case, 20 for the aluminum frame and 15 for the timber frame);
- the “Life Cycle Costing—LCC information input”, which includes all the assumptions necessary for the LCC application, specifically: the discount rate, in this case, 3.5%; inflation rate, in this case, 2.50%; acquisition/operational/maintenance costs (with a breakdown of the specific items); other costs; and residual value/end-of-life costs;
- the “CO₂ specific information input”, with assumptions related to the total embodied emissions, eventually detailed with a specification of the annual emissions during the usage stage (without enucleating the emissions due to electricity supply, having considered components with equal energy performances). For the calculation of the embedded emissions, the following operative steps are implemented by the tool:
The calculation of the embedded emissions per unit is obtained by summing all of the absolute amounts of embodied emission due to production, transport, installation, and disposal, calculated per unit;

2. the calculation of the embodied emissions over usage time is obtained by embedded emissions per unit * number of units to be purchased/leased (including necessary replacements, if planning horizon > lifespan) per offer;

3. the remaining share of embodied emissions (which are equally allocated over the lifetime of units) at the end of the planning horizon = total embedded emissions per offer—(number of units to be purchased/leased * embedded emissions per unit * (planning horizon [years]/lifespan [years])).

All of the other input data are described in Section 4.1. Notice that the empty columns indicate the potentiality of the tool to include more than two products in the evaluation process (as specified in the tool user guide, up to 15 products), allowing a wider comparison among suppliers’ products.

Then, a detailed breakdown of maintenance costs (see Section 4.1) is assumed, as illustrated in Figure 7 below.

The second step consists of the calculation of the results. In Figure 8, the obtained output is illustrated; notice that the term total cost is adopted in place of the term global cost. The first group encompasses the LCC results calculated in terms of net present value (NPV), per each offer, both in total and in annual average terms. Then, a second group includes LCC detailed results, by considering the main cost items mentioned before (acquisition costs, operation costs, maintenance costs, other costs, and residual value/end-of-life costs). Finally, the third group includes the CO₂ calculation results, in terms of average annual emissions per offer and total emissions per offer, with the possibility to calculate more detailed results.
The cost curves present a similar trend, with a cost amount increasing over time, and with a more detailed results.

Figure 7. Maintenance costs breakdown. Authors’ elaboration by SMART SPP LCC-CO2 Tool.

Figure 8. LCC and CO2 emissions calculation results. Authors’ elaboration by SMART SPP LCC-CO2 Tool.

Notice that, in this simulation, as indicated in the Figure above, the CO2 emissions are not monetized: these are calculated in kg CO2/offer, which represents the physical quantity of emissions produced. Given the importance of this step, the monetary quantification of the CO2 will be developed in a future step of research, as highlighted in the conclusions.

The results of the LCC calculation are graphically represented in Figure 9, through a cumulative total cost curve over the whole planning horizon (graph above), and by means of a bar diagram in which the cost categories for both frames are represented (graph below). The cost curves present a similar trend, with a cost amount increasing over time, and with a
negative peak in correspondence to the replacement of the component. In the meantime, the graph demonstrates that the timber frame implies a higher cost amount for the entire time horizon (25 years) and a shorter number of years required before the first replacement of the component. The bars confirm the sensibly higher costs implied for timber frames, both for acquisition and, particularly, for maintenance, and a lower residual value/end-of-life cost for the same timber frame.

**Figure 9.** LCC calculation results: graphical representation. Authors’ elaboration by SMART SPP LCC-CO$_2$ Tool.

The results for CO$_2$ emissions are very different. These are calculated through the embodied carbon produced, as illustrated in Section 3.2 (see Figure 10): the EC produced during the production stage for aluminum is sensibly higher than the EC produced during the production activity for timber frames.

**Figure 10.** CO$_2$ emissions calculation results: graphical representation. Authors’ elaboration by SMART SPP LCC-CO$_2$ Tool.
As illustrated, the results under the economic and the environmental viewpoint are opposite, and the final decision (tenders’ evaluation) could be reached through the support of the criteria weighting step, as mentioned in Section 3.3 of the methodology and as illustrated in the following subsection.

5.2. Criteria Weighting Results

The third step of the application consists of the tenders’ evaluation. Fundamental to the evaluation is the weighting of the award criteria assigning a different weight to the economic and environmental indicators, according to the specific procurer’s viewpoint. Assuming the sustainability perspective, including both economic and environmental aspects, in this case—as an example—60% and 40% of the weights are assigned to economic and environmental criteria, respectively (see Figure 11).

Figure 11. Tenders’ evaluation with the specification for the criteria weighting. Authors’ elaboration by SMART SPP LCC-CO₂ Tool.

Thus, in the following Figure 12, the weighted results, calculated by means of the formula presented in Section 3.3, are reported. A slightly preferable result emerges for the aluminum frame (highlighted in the green cell) in comparison to the timber frame (84.18 points against 71.53 points).

Figure 12. Tenders’ evaluation results with criteria weighting. Authors’ elaboration by SMART SPP LCC-CO₂ Tool.

5.3. Sensitivity Analysis Results

In order to complete the simulation, for the reasons explained in Section 3.4, a deterministic sensitivity analysis is produced by assuming a variability in critical input parameters. Precisely, critical inputs are related to costs for inspection activities, costs for preemptive maintenance, costs for maintenance work (by distinguishing between light interventions and main interventions), costs for replacement, and, finally, discount rate value. Precisely, critical inputs are related to costs for inspection activities, costs for preemptive maintenance, costs for maintenance work (by distinguishing between light interventions and main interventions), costs for replacement, and, finally, discount rate value. Precisely, critical inputs are related to costs for inspection activities, costs for preemptive maintenance, costs for maintenance work (by distinguishing between light interventions and main interventions), costs for replacement, and, finally, discount rate value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>% Variation in Item Value Inspection Preemptive Maintenance Work (Light)</th>
<th>% Variation in Item Value Inspection Preemptive Maintenance Work (Heavy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>+20.00%</td>
<td>+1.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>+60.00%</td>
<td>+4.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Tables 2 and 3 show, in relation to the aluminum frame and timber frame, respectively (see Figure 11).
maintenance, costs for maintenance work (by distinguishing between light interventions and main interventions), costs for replacement, and, finally, discount rate value.

As Tables 2 and 3 show, in relation to the aluminum frame and timber frame, respectively, the variations in the global cost (total cost) are reported in percentage terms. These variations are related to the values calculated for the base-case scenario, by applying a decrease (−60%, −40%, −20%) and an increase (+60%, +40%, +20%) in the values of the critical inputs listed before.

**Table 2.** Sensitivity analysis with a decrease/increase in critical input costs—aluminum frame. Authors’ elaboration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Variation in Total Cost—Aluminum Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% Variation in Item Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−60.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−40.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−20.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+20.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+40.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+60.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.** Sensitivity analysis with a decrease/increase in critical input costs—timber frame. Authors’ elaboration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Variation in Total Cost—Timber Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% Variation in Item Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−60.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−40.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−20.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+20.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+40.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+60.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For completing the analysis, in Figures 13 and 14, a graphical representation of the sensitivity analysis is reported through the spider graph for the aluminum frame and the timber frame.

As emerges from the spider graphs, given that the steeper curves in spider graphs represent the more critical variables, the discount rate is the most impacting (financial) variable in both products, with a steep negative curve (with a non-linear trend, as expected). Differences, with respect to the two products, emerge for the other variables: for the aluminum frame, preemptive maintenance, maintenance work (light), and replacement are the most impacting variables, followed by maintenance work (main) and inspection. On the contrary, for the timber frame the maintenance work (light), maintenance work (main), and preemptive maintenance are most impactful, followed by replacement and inspection costs.

No variable is able to present opposite behavior in relation to the two alternative frames. The maintenance work (main) is significant for the timber frame and much less significant for the aluminum frame; maintenance work (main) is a way of differentiating between the behaviors of the two technological products. To a lesser extent, preemptive maintenance is a way of differentiating between the behavior of the two products, being quite highly significant for aluminum and, even less for the timber frame.
For completing the analysis, in Figures 13 and 14, a graphical representation of the sensitivity analysis is reported through the spider graph for the aluminum frame and the timber frame.

Figure 13. Sensitivity analysis: spider graph for the aluminum frame. Authors’ elaboration.

Figure 14. Sensitivity analysis: spider graph for the timber frame. Authors’ elaboration.

As emerges from the spider graphs, given that the steeper curves in spider graphs represent the more critical variables, the discount rate is the most impacting (financial) variable in both products, with a steep negative curve (with an non-linear trend, as expected). Differences, with respect to the two products, emerge for the other variables: for the aluminum frame, preemptive maintenance, maintenance work (light), and replacement are the most impacting variables, followed by maintenance work (main) and inspection. On the contrary, for the timber frame the maintenance work (light), maintenance work (main), and preemptive maintenance are most impactful, followed by replacement and inspection costs.

No variable is able to present opposite behavior in relation to the two alternative frames. The maintenance work (main) is significant for the timber frame and much less so for the aluminum frame.

Summing up, the choice between the two technologies will also depend on the procurers’ propensity to balance the environmental performances with the economic performances.

6. Discussion

Despite the potentialities of the methodology, some limits emerge from the study. Notice that these are due, on one hand, to the availability of data and assumptions, and, on the other, to the specific context and aim of the analysis: the simplified operative modality applied for the calculation of environmental impacts. The main limits are summarized in the following bullet points:

- Firstly, the use of embodied carbon as a quantitative indicator for the calculation of CO₂ emissions as done in this work should be transposed in monetary terms, as with the sustainability impact metrics (see: https://www.ecocostsvalue.com/eco-costs/, accessed on 29 June 2022), in order to complete the evaluation of the economic
sustainability of the project options by internalizing the externalities into the global cost calculation;

- Secondly, the robustness of the method could be improved by introducing the results of a detailed life cycle assessment (LCA), produced contextually or before the LCC calculation: as mentioned, the LCA can be calculated by including not only the embodied carbon but also the embodied energy, due to the different stages in the product life cycle;

- Thirdly, strictly linked to the previous point, the methodology should be tested on a case suitable for the assessment of the energy consumptions assessment during the operative/use/management stage, whilst in this case, the energy analysis was not applicable to the two alternative products considered;

- Finally, the methodology is applied to a technological component, and it should be tested on a wider range of options covering different object scales (component/system/asset), different decision-making contexts, and different design levels.

As underlined in the Conclusions, these points could address future research developments.

7. Conclusions

The aim of this paper was to explore the application of an operative methodology for the joint evaluation of economic and environmental sustainability of different project solutions, capable of supporting public procurement processes in a sustainable perspective and to reduce the efforts for the analyses.

The methodology, with the support of the software “Smart SPP LCC-CO2 Tool”, was applied to a simulated case study, aimed at selecting the preferable solution between two different products for a hypothetic building project with a glass façade, located in Northern Italy. This same case was already assumed in previous works for exploring other methodologies and operative modalities, focusing on the evaluation of economic–energy–environmental sustainability from the life cycle perspective, and focusing on the definition of a synthetic economic–environmental indicator for the global cost calculation. In this work, the methodology was applied through a three-step procedure: in the first step, all the input data required (general information and specific LCC and CO2 information) were entered; in the second step, the results were calculated in terms of total cost (global cost) for the LCC and in terms of total emissions (kg) for embodied CO2; in the third step, the simulated tenders were evaluated assigning different weights to the economic and environmental indicators, taking into account the procurer’s viewpoint. To deepen the analysis, a deterministic sensitivity analysis was applied to specific critical input parameters, such as maintenance/replacement costs and discount rate. The results indicated that, according to an economic viewpoint, the aluminum frame is preferable, but, according to an environmental viewpoint, the timber frame is the preferable option. Finally, weighing the results by adopting 60%/40% in favor of the economic criterion, indicated a slight preference for the aluminum frame.

In conclusion, the results obtained are in line with those obtained by the authors applying, in previous work, a methodology based on the composite economic–environmental indicator for the global cost calculation. In this regard, given the aim posed in the present work, the proposed simplified methodology seems to be capable of producing reliable results for selecting alternative solutions in a SPP tender evaluation process.

Starting from the results of this work, and considering the limitations evidenced in Section 6, future research developments can be addressed. Firstly, a future research step will develop the application of the methodology to a more extended list of technological options. Secondly, a wider project scale will be considered, shifting from the single component scale up to the entire building/infrastructure one, at different design stages and different decision-making contexts. Thirdly, specific steps, such as the monetization of the CO2 emissions, or the inclusion of LCA results into the analysis, could be deepened by involving sectoral competencies in a multidisciplinary perspective. Thus, the present work can be considered as a first step for growing the literature on the application of LCC in the presence
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